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Introduction

Radical developments with smart transport,
the smart grid and even the Internet of Things
in recent years have brought an increased
level of attention to the realm of Smart
Cities. China stands as one of the leaders
in this area, having established an initial
national plan for the implementation of smart
infrastructure, in addition to establishing a
groundbreaking smart-city strategy for the
city of Shanghai.

Time: 16.00 – 18.00
2nd April 2014
Venue: River South Art
Centre, No. 1247 South
Suzhou Rd, Huangpu District,
Shanghai

Despite drastic steps forward, there is yet to
be a cohesive and universal definition that
accurately describes the framework and
scope required to implement infrastructure
for a smart city. The workshop summarized
in the following pages brought together
key industry practitioners, academics and
government representatives to explore
and discuss the scope of a smart city, and
highlight key issues that would help to shape
the vision of a “smart” Shanghai.
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State of the Art of Smart City around the world

Drivers of developing Smart City
Urbanization
As the global population continues to rise,
more people are moving to urban city
centers. It is estimated that 60% of the
population will be living in cities by 2025, and
70% by 2050. In China, almost 700 million
people will be in cities by 2015, with 1 billion
in cities by 2030, at the rate of urbanization
projected at 70-75%. Mass levels of
urbanization will cause a number of issues
such as resource limitation, climate change,
traffic congestion and water/air pollution.
In an effort to address such major impacts
we should seek out solutions by more
innovative means.

In China, about 700
million people will be in
cities in 2015

Matured technologies
Matured technologies: The world is increasingly
connected by matured technologies such as
ICT, IoT, Telecommunication, and the Cloud,
etc., These systems provide the infrastructure
and technical basis for the development of
a smart city
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What is Smart City?

Key characteristics for a Smart City may also include low
carbon and green solutions, towards sustainability and
resilience. By integrating concepts that address these themes,
smart cities can tackle challenges faced during conventional
urban development.
• Slim: resource efficiency
• Low carbon/Green: The city should be developed in a
low carbon manner, decreasing carbon emission at city
level and industry level (through deployment of low carbon
technologies and policies etc.), and developing green
economies
• Consider how the city can be resilient against disasters
(natural or social) or better equipped for recovery following a
disaster event
• ‘By resilient’, it means Capability of City to resist ‘Disasters’
(natural or social etc.) or Recovery Capability of City after
‘Disasters’ happened
The term “Smart City” should be used as a more general term
that addresses the greater demands for city development.

(Left) Shanghai at night, view from the NASA International Space Station.
Foresight + Research + Innovation
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City as a system

Systems thinking is integral to the development of the
Smart City, as the various components of city infrastructure
are interlinked.
This is an appropriate approach for the high-level design of city
development. With this approach, a balance between cities
components can be well achieved.
City development with systems thinking should begin with
Infrastructure; regardless of whether the end objective is to
establish a low carbon city, green city or smart city.
Resilient infrastructure protects citizens from disasters, ensuring
normal life after disasters. Practices that can be used to achieve
resilience include Eco Resilience, Engineering Resilience, Social
Resilience, and Economic Resilience.
The Smart City must firstly be Resilient.
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Smart Agriculture Example

Diseases

Bugs

Viruses

10+ types April to October
Key Factors: temperature and
humidity

6 types Spring and Fall

3 types Sping and Fall

Huge economic impacts
- US $4-5B for Taiwan on Orchid export
Our approach
- Through an intelligent remote monitoring system
- The growth environment can be controlled precisely
Expected 10% product increase (eg US $0.5B)
Information from Intel and National Taiwan University
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Developing Smart City based on local needs

Considering different stages of city development –
developed and developing cities, and existing and new
planned cities – the strategy for smart city development
must vary, be based on local needs, and address the
various existing conditions of a city.
Developed cities such as Singapore are exploring
smart transport because of pressure caused by ‘1.6
cars/person’ to transportation system, and loss by traffic
jam accounting for 1.5% ~ 4% of GDP.
For developing cities such as Nairobi, Kenya, frugal
innovation solutions enable Smarter City advancements
using existing resources and constraints, such as
leveraging existing sensors like web-cameras with the aid
of sophisticated analytics, rather than relying exclusively
on expensive road-side sensors.
For existing cities, for example, Smart Santander
came up with large scale experimental facility for IoT
technologies and services, making improvements
through smart lighting, parking, tourism; for new planned
cities, e.g. New Sangdo City, Korea came up with a fully
new smart plan.
For an example of meeting specific local needs: Smart
Orchid in Taiwan (huge economic impacts: US$4-5 Billion
for export), controls the environment through smart and
connected systems yielding 10% more produce.
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2. Smart City Development in China

The presentation mainly addressed four issues about the
smart city in China, i.e. Why a Smart City, What is a
Smart City, Practices of Smart Cities in China and
Where to go next.
Why a Smart City tackled four alternate perspectives:
• Problems oriented: urbanization, implications of mass
levels of urbanization, imbalance of development
• Demands oriented: City development, societal trends
• Objectives oriented: Plan of New type of urbanization,
city development in a scientific way, one plan for one
city
• Productivity oriented: IT, Internet, IoT, high speed
railway changing the life, innovative finance
What is Smart City?
The Smart City in China embodies 6 areas: a growing
economy, convenient mobility, comfortable environment,
smart public, safe living and equitable governance.
A national Smart City indicator system is being established
to evaluate the progression of smart city development at
each stage.
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Practice of Smart City in China

By 2013, there were more than 300 government
approved plans for smart cities across China. Emerging
practices followed the shifting trends:
• Extending Smart City to County level and Smart City
groups are emerging
• While most smart cities are developing in the east, the
number of smart cities in Central and West China are
increasing
• New communities and city districts are emerging as
a result of constructing smart cities (such as smart
community and smart industrial park) is turning to be
breakthrough point of building smart city
• Finance for smart cities is diversifying
Key Challenges: Integration of Three plans (Economic and
social development, Urban & rural, Land use or others),
lack of financial support, lack of business framework etc.
Where to go?
• Evaluate current smart cities with national indicator
system and make continuous improvements;
• Urbanization in a scientific way, focus on city
operation;
• Develop the smart city for economic development,
social equity and a changing environment
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3. Smart Shanghai / Pudong

Smart Shanghai: In 2011, Shanghai made a three year
plan for a “Smart Shanghai” and has successfully realized
objectives including electronic health records, food
safety traceability, e-bills of water, and electricity and gas.
Compared to other cities, Shanghai’s smart initiatives are
closer to implementation and more citizen-life oriented.
Smart Pudong (iPudong): Pudong can be described as a
miniature version of the modern development of Shanghai.
It is the only pilot area for a Smart City in Shanghai and the
first development of a Smart city approved by MoHURD.
Strategy of iPudong:
• Smart infrastructure that meets citizens needs
• Optimizing smart applications
• Consolidating bases of smart industries
• Integrated innovation as drivers: covering issues
of livelihood

Foresight + Research + Innovation
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四、智慧交通的构想与探索
⼀一批优秀信息化项⺫⽬目的建设与应⽤用	
  
为智慧交通建设打下扎实基础

RFID试点
市民互动
调度管理
内河监控
24
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Timeframe of iPudong

Planning stage (09/2012-12/2012): Setting up tasks
and selecting projects, including 32 key tasks and 118
specific items
Construction stage (1/2013-12/2014): completing tasks
and encouraging the participation of all sectors
Operation stage (2015-): maintaining operation and
improving efficiency
Key tasks and specific items are allocated into
sectors below: smart transportation, food safety, smart
healthcare, smart community, smart energy, smart
environment protection, smart living, city security and
emergency response.
Smart Transportation addresses traffic congestion in
Shanghai, busiest port around the world-Shanghai Port,
and pilot project of public transportation.
A number of ICT projects implemented have laid a
solid foundation for smart transportation, including road
monitoring system, dispatch management (bus service
platform), interacting with citizen and RFID demonstration
(in bus) and are helping realizing smart controlling, smart
parking, smart operating, smart travelling, etc.
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Panel Discussion

Q1 Do you think we are ready for a Smart City now?
Only one third of the audience said ‘Yes’
Q2 What is the biggest obstacle for the development
of a Smart City in China/Shanghai?
Mindset change (because of quick development), security
(e.g. caused by car/taxi sharing among passengers
without knowing each other), limited resources (even
in Shanghai), lack of data sharing, lack of finance and
business framework etc.
Q3 How Smart do you think Shanghai is right now? 1 –
10 (Smartest)
10
8
6
4
2
0

L1

L2

L3

L4

L5

L6

L7

L8

L9

L10

Majority of audience believes Shanghai is around Levels 4
and 5 of development towards a fully integrated
Smart City.

Foresight + Research + Innovation
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Group Discussion

Q1 What makes a Smart City or your definition &
expectation of Smart City?
Effective interaction of government, people and companies
to deploy latest technologies to make cities:
1. green,
2. intelligent (network of information),
3. resilient (adaptability),
4. convenient (life activities, e.g. taxi, bus, shopping, no traffic
congestion etc.),
5. better coordinated,
6. with enhanced economic growth (drive more business),
7. warm (emotional), happiness feeling, livable,
8. higher efficiency: utilization of resources and city operation, and
9. Better interaction between citizen and environment: transparent,
openness, serving public, and self-adjusting.

Key themes highlighted include: higher efficiency of
resource use and city operation, convenience, living
standard, sustainable building design and practices,
resilience, transparency.
A smart city should be able to sense and forecast
demands and needs, make quick response and provide
and determine the best solutions.
Therefore, BIG DATA is vital for a smart city (collection,
normalization, analysis, integration, exchange and
customization) and applications to meet individual needs
while increasing city efficiency should be a primary focus.
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Group Discussion

Q2 What is the role of ICT in Smart City?
ICT should be an enabler and solution provider,
especially in the application stage. Systems should be
used to change citizen’s behavior.
ICT is the core, the tool to improve efficiency and
lower carbon emission, the platform, the media, and
fundamental infrastructure.
ICT would provide both Push and Pull functions:
Latest ICT technologies would inform People about
what is possible (Push) and People would provide
the requirements to further develop next level ICT
technologies (Pull).
ICT should help to filter information (avoiding overloading),
and assist (not replace) subjects to be smarter. However,
ICT shouldn’t be leading factors and Smart City should
be much more than ICT. Meanwhile, ICT is bringing
benefits of information communication to society, while
causing security issues such as hacking into the control
center, and privacy issues such as tracking people etc.
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Group Discussion

Q3 Which industry in Shanghai do you think is pretty
smart right now?
Transport in Shanghai is viewed as the “smartest” by
most participants because of features such as GPS
installed in taxi enhancing taxi booking, indication
systems for public transportation, map applications, taxi
booking, and real time information of traffic, solving crowd
congestion effectively for the metro system, as well as
reporting viaduct congestion through.
The industries below are currently viewed as “smart” (listed
in terms of their rank by audience):
• City security (number two): achieving better
effectiveness with more investment
• Logistics
• Healthcare
• Utility service: pay online or by mobile
• Social service
• Library/museum

Foresight + Research + Innovation
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Group Discussion

Q4 Based on the practices of Smart Shanghai, which
industry should be further prioritized to be smarter?
Although Transport is viewed as the smartest in
Shanghai, it also receives most of the attention as a key
area prioritized to be smarter.
The following industries should also be further prioritized:
(listed in terms of their rank by audience)
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Education
Government administration
Finance
Healthcare
Tourism
Food safety
Culture
Logistics
Buildings
Developing platform and digital system for e-service,
e.g. resident small amount payment and smart card;
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Group Discussion

Q5 Take one industry as an example, discuss how we
can make it smarter?
Transport is discussed by most of participants for its
potential to be integrated with smart systems, suggestions
include:
1. integrating traffic management among various regions, i.e. common/
unified data platform,
2. wider GPS application,
3. getting more reasonable data for traffic light system,
4. open information and use information more effectively,
5. monitoring bus arrival, estimating the extent of crowd congestion,
deploying crowd diversion and car sharing,
6. examining passenger/flow information, improving real time
information,
7. getting private parties involved in the decision-making committee of
transport planning, and
8. enabling private sector to come up apps for public use.

Education: online training and feedback system for each
school.
Tourism: integrated site introduction and location Apps,
combined calendar for art and cultural events.
Logistics: setting of intelligent logistics operation center to
reduce traffic congestion.
Agriculture: smart planting technologies, tracking the
origin of food supply by end users.
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Group Discussion

Q6 If you were a government leader, what one thing
would you do to shape a “smart” Shanghai?
Suggestions for Shanghai government’s consideration:
Short terms actions:
1. deploying Wifi through the whole Shanghai,
2. building up smart city committee crossing different departments,
managing and coordinating all related development,
3. charging ‘congestion fee’ for private cars, free public for citizens,
4. making information more transparent, open data, optimizing ICT
infrastructure, and building common data platform, and (
5. avoiding waste of energy and other resources.

Long term suggestions:
1. keeping government appropriate involvement in smart city market,
2. improving communication with citizens through promotion and
education of smart cities benefits,
3. forecasting and managing possible interruptions during smart/
new infrastructure construction and operation, and (4) improving
healthcare service, education system, and policy implementation;
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About Arup

Arup is an independent firm of designers, planners,
engineers, consultants and technical specialists offering
a broad range of professional services. Through our
work, we aim to make a positive difference to different
communities. We shape a better world.
Founded in 1946 with an initial focus on structural
engineering, Arup first came to the world’s attention
with the structural design of the Sydney Opera House,
followed by its work on the Centre Pompidou in Paris.
Arup has since grown into a multi-disciplinary organisation.
Its work, such as the National Aquatics Center for the
2008 Olympics in Beijing has reaffirmed its reputation for
delivering innovative and sustainable designs that reinvent
the built environment.
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